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ABSTRACT 

In last year, UM-iMethod was released, it is an advanced Interactive Machine 
Translation (IMT) system integrated with the Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) 
system in order to provide a fresh and effective way to those bilingual translators to 
produce target translated text. However, UM-iMethod recently focuses on Chinese and 
English bilingual translation and still have some shortages. Therefore, we make some 
refinements on UM-iMethod and propose the UM-iMethod2. 

As Macau was previously colonized by Portugal, Macau acts as an important bridge 
between Portuguese-speaking countries and China. It is not only that Portuguese is 
frequently used in Macau, more and more co-operation opportunities between China 
and Portuguese-speaking countries are depending on Macau. Thus, it creates an 
enormous number of Portuguese and Chinese documents that need to be translated into 
each of these languages. It is an unpredictable workload that professional translators 
are assigned to accomplish such huge amount of translations. Due to the unacceptable 
quality of immature automatic machine translation system, most of the translators 
prefer to produce the target translation from scratch, rather than to modify those full of 
mistakes translations. So we decide to develop and integrate a Portuguese-Chinese 
translation module into the UM-iMethod to assist the translators to produce Portuguese-
Chinese translation in an efficient and effective way with acceptable quality. 

Although UM-iMethod2 is based on the UM-iMethod system, there still have a lot of 
modification work to the UM-iMethod, in order to achieve the Chinese - Portuguese 
translation task in UM-iMethod2. It is, in particular, the tense predication module (Each 
Portuguese verb has 78 different verb conjugations). 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 
Translation work seems as important as business nowadays. No matter in education, 
research work, national exchange or trading, etc. Translation plays an important role to 
become a communication bridge in order to connect all countries among the world. 
From the past, translator must be familiar with those languages and spent hours to 
translate an article. As technology growing rapidly, we always exchange messages 
among the world. Enormous among of translation demands makes translator work hard. 
Some of them might make mistakes within the article due to many boring and tired 
translation work. In 1980s, the first commercial MT system was released. MT systems 
successfully attract human to use them due to their translation speed. But they still need 
to be improved since their poor quality of translation text. Currently, amount all 
translation mechanism, MT are older technology, instead, CAT and NMT are the most 
widely used. 

MT (Machine Translation) is a field about computer automatic analyzes and translates 
one natural language into another one without any human involvement in the process. 
Starting from the old basic MT, which was very simple and give out poor quality 
translations with no much concern about grammar and sentence structure. As the 
computation equipment becomes more advanced, machine learning techniques had 
been invented, a few variants of MT approaches emerge including RBMT (Rule-Based 
Machine Translation), SMT (Statistical Machine Translation), NMT (Neural Machine 
Translation), etc. Those techniques brought better quality of translation than the 
previous techniques. Nowadays, we focus on SMT and NMT (machine learning 
technique) rather than RBMT as it relies on the manual design linguistic translation 
rules (It is hard to be written in absolute correctness due to the diversity of the language 
and it is a time-consuming process). 

SMT, as mentioned above, is a variant of MT system. Besides implementing those 
linguistic translation rules, SMT applies more advanced method that uses the machine 
learning technique to analyze and construct statistical translation model and the 
language model for the source-target language on the training corpus (parallel corpus). 
Then it has the capacity to translate unseen sentences according the seen parallel 
training corpus and the statistical model. The basic principle of SMT translation system 
is, we prepare a training parallel corpus (bilingual dataset), applying natural language 
pre-processing procedures to the training data. The processed data will become the 
input to SMT model training system to train a statistical translation model about the 
source dataset. After the translation model had been built, we can push those texts we 
desired to translate to the model and retrieve the translation (Figure 1.1 SMT translation 
process) 
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Figure 1.1 SMT translation process 

According to the unit, SMT can be divided into WSMT (word-based statistical machine 
translation) and PSMT (phrase-based statistical machine translation). As PSMT will 
consider a larger context of the sentence, it brings better translation result than WSMT. 
Thus we prefer using PSMT than WSMT. For producing good quality translation, we 
choose PSMT model to be the core of our system. 

CAT, Computer aided translation, is different from the traditional MT. It not only 
involves human translator into the translation process, but it also turns MT system’ role 
from dominant to assistant for human translator to use in producing the translation text. 
Although the translation process will need more time than MT system, CAT can 
produce much better-quality translation text than the traditional automatic MT system 
due to the involvement of human translator. There exist two types of CAT tool. One is 
depending on translation memory, another one is IMT. Translation memory CAT tools 
mainly rely on a huge database that store parallel bilingual corpus and the user input 
translation pairs. Every time to these CAT tools to produce target article, the tools will 
look up the target translation in the database. The disadvantage of Translation memory 
based CAT tools is that it heavily depends on the seen materials. The translator may get 
a wrong translation due to that translation has more than one possible translations. It is 
not helpful to the translator if the translator gives up a suggestion and tries to write the 
translation by himself. 

IMT, Interactive Machine Translation, is supported by a MT system. It overcomes the 
weakness of TM and improves the accuracy of the target translation (Due to using MT 
system, the suggestion that results to the user according to the sense and the context of 
whole sentences or paragraph rather a fixed, inflexible translation). However, the cost 
of integrated MT system in traditional CAT tool is the computation time. So that it 
requires more powerful computation equipment. 
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1.2 Problems 
From past to now, due to the geographical location of Macau. Macau started to take an 
important role for trading and exchanging goods between China and the foreign 
countries in 1535. After 1557, Portuguese started to land on Macau and shaped Macau 
to be the trading transfer port between Portugal, China, Japan and Euro. Although 
Macau had become the colony of Portugal (The official language of Macau colonial 
government is Portuguese), this had not affected the trading between China and 
Portugal. Even the trading between China and Portuguese countries was increasing. In 
1999, Macau was returned to China. The trading role of Macau between China and 
Portugal had never ended. In addition, it has been confessed that Macau continues to 
become the only one trading port between Portuguese speaking countries and China. 

In 2003, China - Portuguese Speaking Countries Economic and Trade Cooperation 
Forum was established that further advances the trading and cultural exchanging 
between Portuguese Speaking countries (including   Angola, Brazil, Cape Verde, 
Timor-Leste, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Portugal) and China. In these years, the 
forum brings significant result (From 2003 to 2006, the forum makes double the growth 
trading between the Portuguese Speaking countries and China) and become more and 
more important. At present, Prime Minister of China (Li Keqiang) announced that 
Chinese government will continue fully supporting Macau as the trading platform of 
China and Portuguese speaking countries and establish more cooperation center and 
facility to enhance the relationship and cooperation opportunities between China, 
Macau and Portuguese speaking countries. Then Macau becomes the handler of those 
cooperation, including the investment of companies to China or to Portuguese speaking 
countries, future studying and exchange student of students, Chinese - Portuguese 
cultural exchanging, etc. 

Although Macau became the colony of Portugal in past, Macau is still using Chinese as 
the mainly communication official language and Chinese is widespread using in Macau 
and Chinese social rather Portuguese. For those trading and cooperation, we still require 
translators to accomplish those required documents in order to let both sides fully 
understand. In the past, the amount of translation tasks only surrounds Macau and 
Portuguese interactions, translators can still fulfill the needs. After China - Portuguese 
Speaking Countries Economic and Trade Cooperation Forum establish and SiLu—the 
Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road had been 
announced by the Chinese President Xi Jinping. To achieve the growing trading and 
cooperation activities, enormous amounts of documents, information and messages 
need to be translated in order to establish the communication between the Chinese and 
Portuguese sides. It is very time consuming that a translator translates a document from 
scratch without using any tools to assist. Although many Chinese - Portuguese MT 
systems had been built, due to the poor quality of translation text, translators cannot 
fully rely on the MT system and needs to modify the result (post-editing). Even some 
of the translator feels disappointed and gives up using MT system to help them in 
translation process, they believe that post-editing the result of MT takes the same time 
as producing the translation text from scratch. However, some of the information 
generated by MT system is still valuable and can assist the translator to finish their 
heavy translation work. 
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1.3 Objectives 
In order to collect and re-use those valuable information generated by the MT system 
and design a useful, effective and suitable system to help human translators to produce 
high quality translation text in an effective, convenient and rapid way during the 
translation process, we propose a user-friendly IMT (computer aided translation) 
system to balance the good quality of translation text and effective translation process. 

Since the advantages of IMT are being recognized, many manufactures and researcher 
start to develop and enhance different IMT systems. TransType 2 is the most famous 
IMT system which provides suggestion of the target text to the user during producing 
the target text. It is a successful instance of IMT that integrates the strength of human 
translator and MT translation to produce better translation performance than classical 
MT system. Until now, there exist many IMT tools that continuously bring better 
result/quality than the others and make the atmosphere of machine translation work 
well. Among those IMT tools, we choose UM-iMethod as the prototype of our Chinese 
- Portuguese IMT system, with the following characteristics: 

1. UM-iMethod is a web-based IMT system, this means user can access and use the 
system on various platforms. 

2. UM-iMethod is flexible that is easy to integrate new source and target language. 

3. UM-iMethod provides three modes (normal mode, translation mode and prediction 
mode) to fulfill user requirement and characteristic. 

4. UM-iMethod consists of three main modules (Editor, CAT-server and MT server). 
They work independently and handle the heavy user requests (translation requests, 
prediction requests and web-based input method requests, etc.) while using UM-
iMethod to accomplish the translation. 

Therefore, based on the original structure of UM-iMethod, we propose UM-iMethod2 

for Chinese-Portuguese translation, to achieve convenient, effective translation 
assistance to those translators. 

1.4 UM-iMethod2 
UM-iMethod2 is the upgraded version of UM-iMethod. It supports translation of two 
language pairs (Chinese to English and Chinese to Portuguese). The detailed parts of 
the UM-iMethod2 will be introduced in the following sections in this thesis. 

1.4.1 Functional Specification  
UM-iMethod mainly provides three different working modes for user to accomplish the 
target language translation. There is normal mode, translation mode and prediction 
mode. In UM-iMethod2, those modes will still be supported for Chinese to English 
translation and Chinese to Portuguese translation. User can switch target languages and 
modes through web interface conveniently by using short-keys. 
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Normal mode 

Although there has not any translation assist in normal mode (just like a web text input 
box). User also can use the input methods provided in UM-iMethod2 to produce the 
translation text conveniently. Those input methods are CangJie and PinYin Chinese 
input method and full-half punctuation input switch. 

Translation mode 

To enhance the speed of translation of user while typing on the normal input box, 
translation mode provides the short phrase/sentence translation options (SMT is work 
well in short sentence/words translation) for user to select. User can enter the source 
language (Chinese) to the translate box and select the suitable fragments for the targeted 
text. Compare to translating from scratch (normal mode). Selecting translated phrase is 
more effective to translate. 

Prediction mode 

Although SMT system is weak at translating long sentences. There is some information 
generated by SMT is worth for using in translation. According to the user input and 
SMT translation information. Providing candidates (autocomplete and translated phrase) 
for user to determine the suitable translations. That is what prediction mode is 
responsible for. 

Supporting Portuguese and English  

Besides Chinese to English translation, UM-iMethod2 supports two target languages 
(Chinese to English and Chinese to Portuguese). Both two target languages work well 
in the same working modes mentioned above. Users can switch target translation 
languages anytime in the system if necessary. 

Assisted translation information 

In order to let general user to have assisted by the UM-iMethod2. Not only the 
autocomplete list and predict translation candidates generated by the translation server 
are provided, each word in the autocomplete list and predict translation candidate list is 
also tagged with its part-of-speech (POS) information. With this information, user may 
select a suitable word and apply it in their translating article. 

1.4.2  Overall Architecture 
UM-iMethod2 is composed by three modules. They are the Web-based input method, 
Computer-Aided Translation server and Statistical Machine Translation Servers. Each 
of them takes important role of performing all of the functions provided in UM-
iMethod2. 

Front-end client 

The Web-based input method provides and effective and robust input interface for user. 
It collects the user input text, delivers and retrieves information to the back-end server 
and displays those translations assist information on the front-end. In order to let the 
user interact with the system fluently and translate efficiently, the overall architecture 
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of UM-iMethod2 is designed and implemented as a two-tier client server architecture 
with thin-client model. Processing those heavy translation requests information 
generated by the user in the front-end relies on the natural language processing modules 
that located at the back-end server. 

Back-end server 

CAT server is not only a simple interface between front-end and the Machine 
Translation server, it is responsible for processing those heavy user requests from the 
front-end part and processes translated information gained from MT server in an 
efficient way. 

The Machine translation servers provide the translation service to support the UM-
iMethod2 system. In UM-iMethod2 project, we employ the Moses SMT server as the 
Machine translation service provider. 

 

Figure 1.2 UM-iMethod2 overall architecture 

1.4.3 Scope and limitation 
Thanks for UM-iMethod, UM-iMethod2 can be also upgraded to become more robust. 
Just like the UM-iMethod, UM-iMethod2 is further integrated with Chinese-Portuguese 
translation function. UM-iMethod2 supports extending multiple language translation. 
In addition, the translation server part can also be change to another more robust SMT 
server since all the components work independently. 

Although UM-iMethod2 supports translating Chinese to English and Portuguese, user 
still need to enable and switch the Portuguese input method in the operating system 
since the Portuguese input method still have not been provided in UM-iMethod2. 

The back-end server of UM-iMethod2 supports running on Ubuntu 14.04 server and 
Ubuntu 16.04 server platform. We also test the compatible of Web-based input interface 
on various web browsers and operating systems. The web-based input interface of UM-
iMethod2 are ready to run on Google Chrome version 57.0.2987.133 (64-bit) at both 
Mac OS 10.12.4. and Windows 10 Google Chrome version 57.0.2987.133 (64-bit), 
Microsoft Edge 38.14393.1066.0. 
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However, UM-iMethod2 is not fully supported by other web browsers, especially the 
IE (Internet Explorer). 

1.5 Thesis structure 
Chapter 2 Related work 

In this chapter, we will discuss the related works about the UM-iMethod2 in Interactive 
computer aided translation area. 

Chapter 3 Interaction Translation web interface 

This chapter will mainly focus on introducing the WIME part of UM-iMethod2. 

Chapter 4 Computer-Aided Server 

In this chapter, we will introduce the overall architecture of CAT-server, how to achieve 
supporting the translation into two target languages, the working flow of processing the 
translation information and the implementation part. 

Chapter 5 Prediction Model 

In this chapter, we will explain the work flow of prediction mode and how to achieve 
it for Portuguese language processing. 

Chapter 6 Tense suggestion 

This chapter describes the way how to handle the tense prediction model for Portuguese. 

Chapter 7 Testing and Evaluation 

In this chapter, we will focus on the evaluating UM-iMethod2 and analyse the results 
of the collected data. 

Chapter 8 Discussion 

In this chapter, those possible future works and ethics issue about UM-iMethod2 will 
be discussed. 

Chapter 9 Conclusion 
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CHAPTER 2. Literature Survey/Related work 

2.1 UM-iMethod 
UM-iMethod, was developed and released in 2016, is an advanced interactive machine 
translation system that assists translators to produce high quality translation text in an 
effective way. To rescue the confidence of translators to use the machine translation 
tools/systems during their daily work. UM-iMethod is a web-based system, which is 
supported by powerful computational machine translation server and computer aided 
translation server, presenting those functions to user through a beautiful, clean and user-
friendly interface based on the web-based editor. 

In order to fulfill translators’ requirements and characteristic, UM-iMethod 
implemented with three modes, there are the normal mode, translation mode and 
predication mode respectively. Users can switch between different modes in a 
convenient way and directly experience the advantage of different working modes. 
Furthermore, the web-based editor also integrated with the CangJie and PinYin input 
method for user to input the translation in their comfort way. 

In normal mode, UM-iMethod just likes a normal web editor (we will call it “textarea” 
in HTML). No translation and predication function is active to user. User need to 
produce the transition text from scratch without any MT help in normal mode. As 
mentioned above, no matter which mode the UM-iMethod is active, user can use the 
special input method (CangJie and PinYin) while translating the text in any time. 

In translation mode, the textbox will deploy the translation function, while the user 
inputs the text. It will simultaneously return the corresponding translation to user. The 
purpose of translation mode is not targeting on long text (target translation sentence(s) 
or paragraph(s) has been generated by MT server always is not good quality, even they 
are full of mistakes and are not acceptable). Translation mode aims at providing short 
sentences or segments translation. As the source text length is short, the MT server 
performs well and returns the reliable translation within a short period of time. 

 

Figure 2.1 Translation mode screenshot of UM-iMethod 

Finally, predication mode, the core function in UM-iMethod, provides translation 
suggestions to user to assist them to accomplish the translation in a continued way. The 
principle of predication mode is to provide useful translation suggestions to user based 
on the information generated by MT server and tense predication program. It is not only 
displaying a list of candidates of translation predication patterns to user, but also 
provides the auto-complete suggestions of the current input to user for selection. 
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Figure 2.2 Predication mode screenshot of UM-iMethod 

UM-iMethod is mainly constructed by three modules, front-end web-based input 
method editor (WIME), computer aided translation server (CAT-server) and machine 
server (MT-server). Although they work independently, all the functions present the 
contribution in providing modes/functions mentioned above. UM-iMethod applies two-
tier client–server with thin client architecture. Lighten work load will assign to the 
WIME and heavy request and process will assign to the CAT-server and MT-server. 
CAT-server is the backbone of the overall system and plays an important role to connect 
the front-end part with the back-end part. For WIME, it is mainly constructed by 
JavaScript, jQuery (functions) and bootstrap (interface). CAT-server is constructed by 
several parts including sharing database, scheduling process dispatcher, tense 
predication program and interfaces, etc. 

According to the thesis of UM-iMethod, it is shown that UM-iMethod is successfully 
save the time of translation by human translator and provides useful information during 
the translation in the experiment (with 33,422,000 parallel training corpus, 100,000 
sentences for training the tense classifier and the test article has around 250-270 words).  

Currently, Although UM-iMethod is an advanced and useful IMT system, it still has 
weaknesses and needs to be improved. From the user report, UM-iMethod has some 
inconvenient issues, tense classifier can be optimized due to the time consuming and it 
only support Chinese-English translation at the current moment. But as a prototype of 
developing a convenient, useful and reliable Portuguese-Chinese IMT system, UM-
iMethod is more suitable than the others. 

2.2 PCT—Portuguese-Chinese Machine Aided Translation System 
PCT Assistente is a complex computer aided translation system that was developed and 
released in 2004. It focuses on dealing with Portuguese and Chinese bi-direction 
translation. In order to help user to translate the target document on the fly, PCT 
Assistente is developed as a plugin of Microsoft Word. User can request the service of 
PCT Assistente without open another software and switch between applications. It 
really makes the translation process more effective. PCT Assistente provides five main 
functions, includes  

1. Selection of document domain, different domain may have the same term, it is a 
good way to overcome the mistakes of ambiguous words. 
 

2. Interactive translation mode, in this mode, the system will provide a lists of 
translation candidates to the user to assist them to accomplish their translation work. 
Those accepted translation will automatically be replaced to the original source 
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language text in order to quickly produce the translated version of the target 
document. 

 
3. Automatic translation mode. The system will dominant the translation work without 

any human translator participation. After the translation result generated by the MT 
system and returned to the user, user can accept them or make modification on them 
(post-editing). 

 
4. Show/hide the translation pairs of original source sentence and the translated target 

sentence. As mentioned above, in order to produce the target language version of 
document rapidly. The translated text will directly be replaced to the corresponding 
source language sentence. If the user wants to revise them, he just enables this 
function to display the translation pairs. 

 
5. Save useful bi-lingual translation pairs to knowledge base for further use. Instead of 

translation, in order to keep the quality of translation generated by PCT high, 
meaning variants and effective of translation in future. PCT system not only contains 
a local knowledge database for each user in their device, but also maintains a 
centralized knowledge database managed by the administrator. Through this 
function, user can share the acceptable translation pairs with other PCT user and 
save the favor translation pairs in their own knowledge base for future use. 

 
To build up a powerful MT system, PCT apply multiple translation engines and 
translation modules, including Translation Memory (CAT-server), Translation 
Corresponding Tree (Example-based MT), Constraint Synchronous Grammar (Rule-
based MT), etc. to overcome the weaknesses of those individual engines and modules. 
Furthermore, PCT software is supported by a powerful centralized database, the overall 
system acts as two-tire client-server software with fat client thin server architecture. 
The usage of back-end database is storing huge amounts of translation pairs which can 
be accessed and modified by all the users. 

Since PCT has a centralize database and integrated with multiple translation engines, it 
brings better translation experience and human translator can produce good quality 
target language document rapidly. Sustainable development and evolution of PCT is 
easy due to the continually updated centralize database. However, PCT also has 
disadvantages. PCT is a plugin of Microsoft Word, that means PCT is only installed in 
Windows environment. In addition, PCT mainly focuses on Portuguese-Chinese 
translation, no other translation options is provided (cannot support multiple language 
translation). 
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Figure 2.3 Screenshot of PCT from http://www.mt-archive.info/FIT-2010-Oliveira.pdf 
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CHAPTER 3. Interaction Translation Web Interface 

3.1 Editor interface 
UM-iMethod2 is mainly construed by three parts. They are the web editor front-end, 
Computer aided translation server and translation server. Web editor is responsible for 
interacting with the user, users generated translated text within it. Not only is a simple 
web textbox, UM-iMethod2 (different modes, editor functions and language switch) is 
integrated with various functions that the user can use through the web editor interface. 
Therefore, a comfortable, simple and functional editor design is needed. 

 

Figure 3.1 Web-based translation editor’ interface of  UM-iMethod2 

Figure 3.1 presents the screenshot of web based translation editor interface of UM-
iMethod2. The overall interface is composed of 4 different functional zones. All of the 
functions of UM-iMethod2 are incorporated in the same interface. 

 

Figure 3.2 Source language sentence’ processing zone 

The first zone is responsible for source text processing. It provides two functions to 
deal with the source text, one is splitting the source language sentence (Figure 3.5), 
another is merging the source language sentences (Figure 3.3). Although they are only 
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responsible for the source language sentences’ processing. Both of them will affect 
result of the prediction mode. 

 

Figure 3.3 Merge function of UM-iMethod2 

 

Figure 3.4 Merged source language sentence 

 

Figure 3.5 Splitting function in UM-iMethod2 

The second zone are working panels. The left working panel displaying the source 
language text and the right working panel holding the translation of those source 
language sentences. Actually, the user mainly works on the right panel to produce the 
translation of those source language sentences. First, the user needs to select the source 
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language sentences in left panel for translation. After the selection, the editor will 
display on the right panel in corresponding position. User can start to produce the 
translation of that source language sentences with the assistance of input toolbar and 
those work modes of UM-iMethod2. (Figure 3.6) 

 

Figure 3.6 Working panels with prediction mode assistance 

The third zone is the floating input toolbar (Figure 3.7), it provides four functions, 
including input method/language, working mode, full/half size punctuation options and 
launching the settings window of UM-iMethod2.  

 

Figure 3.7 Floating input toolbar 

1. Input method/language switch 

In order to make the user feel convenient while using UM-iMethod2 to produce 
translations. UM-iMethod2 provides three different input methods for user to choose 
(Figure 3.8). Including English input, CangJie Chinese input and PinYin Chinese input. 
Users can switch the input methods anytime while they are translating on working 
panels. 

 

Figure 3.8 Input method switch 

2. Punctuation width 

Like traditional input editor, user can also input the half size or full size punctuations 
in the working panel through switching the full/ half punctuation switch. 

3. Working mode switch (normal mode, translation mode and prediction mode) 

As motioned before, UM-iMethod2 provides three different working modes for user to 
produce the translation text. 
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In Normal mode, user produce the translations of source text by themselves without 
any translation assistance provided by back-end server of UM-iMethod2. 

In translation mode, user can input some source phrase or sentence in the textbox and 
the system will give out those best translations about the text in the candidate list 
(Figure 3.9), user can apply them into the editor while pressing the key combinations 
(Figure 3.10). Rather than the normal mode, user can produce the translation quickly 
through input source language phrases and selecting the translated result. 

 

Figure 3.9 Translation mode—translation phrases 

 

Figure 3.10 Translation mode—result application 

Different from normal mode and translation mode, prediction mode provides 
translation assistances while user translating the source language sentences (Figure 
3.11). The system will give out the autocompletes (Figure 3.12), translated pieces about 
the source language sentence (Figure 3.13) for user to apply to their translation work 
according to the user input (prefixes words, suffixes word and current input characters) 
while they are editing the text in the translation panel. 

 

Figure 3.11 Screenshot of prediction mode of UM-iMethod2 
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Figure 3.12 Autocompletes of word 

 

Figure 3.13 Translation phrases according to the source sentence 

Users can enter different working modes easily through clicking the buttons in floating 
input toolbar. 

4. Settings 

Through the settings window, user can define the keys combinations of switch input 
method, switch working modes, switch half/full punctuation size, etc. In addition, user 
must define the CAT-server connection information in this window before using 
translation mode and prediction mode. 

The fourth zone is language switch, UM-iMethod2 supported Chinese to English 
translation direction and Chinese to Portuguese translation direction. User can switch 
target language through the switcher (Figure 3.16).  

 

Figure 3.14 Language switcher 

3.2 Target language switching (English and Portuguese direction support) 
As motioned before, UM-iMethod2 can provide English translation assistance and 
Portuguese assistance. Through the language swither, user can receive different target 
language translation assistance from the system. Before the user start focusing on the 
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translation work in the translation panel, he/she must select the target language in the 
language switcher. Users cannot change the target language after they started 
translating. Otherwise, all the translation works will be reverted. 

3.2.1 Design 
There are two reasons show why the user cannot switch target languages while they 
started focusing on translation text.  

1. Prediction mode influence 

For example, the user started to translate the source text within the Chinese to English 
translation direction. Then the user wants to switch to Chinese to Portuguese translation 
to continue the translation work in Portuguese with the translation assistance provided 
by UM-iMethod2. However, the system cannot provide any translation suggestions 
since the system could not identify any translated pieces and autocompletes according 
to the user input information (prefixes words, suffixes words and current input 
characters are English words). 

2. Previous translation works posting editing 

Even though the user does not use the prediction mode after switching target language, 
the previous translation works needed to be post-editing no matter depending the 
translation server to translate those works in new target language (translation server 
may not produce the favourite translation to the user) or just rewrite whole translation 
works by the user. 

By these two reasons, we allow the selection of language at the start of the system. Only 
one target language direction for conducting translation works. 

3.2.2 Implementation 
In order to achieve the implementation of target language switching, the following 
things are considered. 

1. Local storage 

As we motioned before, the system needs to clean up all the previous translation works 
done by the user before entering the new target language mode. The fastest way to deal 
with this step is to reload the web based editor. Beside this, we need to set the target 
language of web editor to the choice of the user after reloading the web interface. 
Therefore, we choose the local storage of web browser to store and retrieve the selected 
options of the user. 
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Figure 3.15 Setting target language through localStorage 

Figure 3.15 shows the process of setting target language in UM-iMethod2. When the 
user chooses the target language in the language switcher, the web interface will save 
the choice into the local storage of the web browser. After reloading the web editor, the 
web editor will first access the local storage database to retrieve the user options and 
update the web editor’ target language as the user preferences. 

2. ChangeLang request 

It is not enough for only setting the new target language in the web editor since the 
CAT-server does not know which translation server should be used and which target 
language processing procedure should be applied. After initialized the web editor with 
the new target language. The web editor sends a “changeLang” request to the CAT-
server in order to tell the CAT-server which target language should be applied. 

 

Figure 3.16 Sending changeLang request to the CAT-server 

Those components for achieving the switching target language function are 
implemented in JavaScript, CSS and HTML programming language. 
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CHAPTER 4. Computer-Aided Server 

The other two components of UM-iMethod2 (CAT-server and Translation server) aim 
at providing translation service and processing huge amount of information (user 
requests and translation information). CAT-server plays an important role to achieve 
the translation mode and prediction mode function at web editor interface. Furthermore, 
both English and Portuguese processing are done in CAT-server. The details of 
requirement and implementation of supporting two target languages in CAT-server will 
be discussed in the rest of this chapter. 

4.1 Original CAT-server 
Original Functional requirements of CAT-server 

1. As a communication hub of all components of UM-iMethod2 

2. Handle user requests 

3. Processing translation results returned from translation server 

4. Act as an efficient, providing real time translation assistances  

Work flows of original CAT-server 

 

Figure 4.1 Overall Architecture of UM-iMethod 

As motioned above, UM-iMethod2 provides three working modes to the users. All 
modes are required translation assistance except the normal mode. In translation mode, 
users request the CAT-server to translate short phrases, then CAT-server will pass the 
request to the translation server to finish the translation and return the result to the user. 
Three components are working during the translation mode (web editor, CAT-server 
and translation server) (Figure 4.2). While in the prediction mode, two more additional 
components are participated. 
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Figure 4.2 Translation mode working components 

 

Figure 4.3 Prediction mode working components 

In prediction mode, rather than showing the translation of the source sentence to the 
user directly, translation assistance (candidates) will present the results to user for 
determining which candidate is applied to their translation work. Those translation 
assistances originally are the translation information (search graph and translate options) 
generated by translation server while decoding the source sentence. Unfortunately, the 
length of the source sentence is proportional to the decoding time and the size of 
translation information. In another word, longer sentence will take more time to 
translate and generate the translation information in translation server. It violates the 
essence of assistance in translation. 

 

Figure 4.4 Prediction mode without redis server 

Redis server – local database for saving and reusing the translation information 
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In order to handle the huge amount of translation information and response the user 
with the translation assistance in real time. Once the translation information about the 
source text is generated by the translation server, it will be stored in a local database 
(redis server). While the user using the prediction mode to produce the translation work, 
the CAT-server will retrieve the corresponding translation information from the redis 
server and presents the translation assistance to the user. 

For the action to request the translation server to generate those translation information 
and saving them into the redis server, it is called as “pre-prediction request’s action” 
(Figure 4.5). For the action of retrieving corresponding translation information from the 
redis server and loading it into the web editor for translation assistance, it is called as 
“prediction request’s action” (Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.5 Pre-prediction request’s action 

 

Figure 4.6 Prediction request’s action 

All the translation assistances provided to user until now will be ignored considering 
the tense of the verb. It is essential for to change the forms of verb according to the 
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correct tense in the translation in order to construct a grammatical and fluent translation. 
To solve this problem, we integrated another component — tense (prediction) 
suggestion module in the CAT-server. The details about the tense suggestion module 
will be introduced in the following chapter. 

Actually, the structure of the back-end part of UM-iMethod2 is only containing one 
translation server—Moses1 SMT translation server. To let the UM-iMethod2 used by 
multiple users simultaneous, there is a queue and dispatcher for scheduling the job to 
the Moses translation server. (Figure 4.7) 

 

Figure 4.7 Scheduling of translation requests to the Moses server 

4.2 Supporting two languages, New architecture of UM-iMethod2 
To achieve supporting both English translation and Portuguese translation, we proposed 
a new overall architecture of UM-iMethod2 with CAT-server modification. 

Design requirement & Implementation 

(1) Portuguese translation server 

From the original overall architecture of UM-iMethod, we discovered that it is simple 
to let the CAT-server extended to Portuguese translation at translation server by just 
connecting to the Chinese to Portuguese Moses translation server. While the user 
request to translate Chinese to Portuguese, the CAT-server can connect and pass the 
user request to the corresponding Chinese to Portuguese translation server (Figure 4.8). 

                                                
1 Moses: an open-source, statistical machine translation system, can be used to train up any translation 
direction system. 
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Figure 4.8 Connect to the Portuguese Moses server 

(2) Tense suggestion for Portuguese 

For the tense suggestion module part, we need to implement another one for Portuguese 
since verb conjugation as Portuguese is different from English (Figure 4.9). The design 
phrase and implementation phrase about the Portuguese tense suggestion module will 
be explained in the following chapter. 

 

Figure 4.9 Overall architecture of UM-iMethod2 with Portuguese tense suggestion module 

(3) One queue and one dispatcher 

As we motioned above, there is one queue and dispatcher for scheduling the job to the 
Moses translation server in the CAT-server. Although there does not have any change 
in this part at the new overall architecture of UM-iMethod2, the chosen process will 
pass the request source text to both Moses translation server to translate the English and 
the Portuguese simultaneously when the dispatcher chosen this process from the queue. 
(Shown in Figure 4.10) 

The reasons of only one pipeline and one dispatcher rather than two is that it will cause 
more resource required.  
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If we implemented two queues and two dispatchers for scheduling English and 
Portuguese translation, it will cause more memory and CPU usage while the dispatchers 
are dispatching job in those queues. On the other hand, if the user translates the same 
text to English and Portuguese within UM-iMethod2, the same text will appear in 
different queues, that makes more memory required. 

 

Figure 4.10 Dispatcher dispatch job to both translation servers simultaneously 

(4) Two redis servers (separating English and Portuguese translation) 

As motioned above, all the translation information including search graph, translation 
options and others will be stored in the local database—redis server. Meanwhile, the 
MD5 of the source sentence will become the identifier for retrieving those translation 
information about it. It is better to separate two redis servers for storing English 
translation information and Portuguese translation information. 

 

Figure 4.11 Two redis servers in UM-iMethod2 architecture 
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Figure 4.12 Overall architecture of UM-iMethod2 
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CHAPTER 5. Prediction Model 

Compare to the translation mode, prediction mode needs more post-processing after the 
translation server generate the translation information. From translation information to 
candidate words or phrase displaying on the web editor interface, those translation 
information must go through the two main phases in the prediction processing model. 
They are searching phase and scoring phase.  

In search phase, those possible translation candidates will be found out according to the 
user input information (prefix words, suffix words and current input), translation 
options and search graph about the source sentence and the lexical model. (Shown in 
Figure 5.1) 

 

Figure 5.1 Searching phase work flow 

After the search phase, all the candidates will be given a score by the language model 
and ranked depending on the scores in the scoring phase. (Figure 5.2) 

 

Figure 5.2 Scoring phase work flow 
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No matter the search phase and the scoring phase, both of them are handling in the 
CAT-server after user triggers a prediction request. 

5.1 Portuguese handling 
There are two main different occurrences in Portuguese words during prediction model 
procedure, one is the Portuguese accent characters, another one is part-of-speech labels. 

5.1.1  Punctuation 
Removing punctuations of user input information (prefix words, suffix words and 
current input characters) and translation candidates is one of step among the searching 
phase of prediction model procedure. It is simple to remove all punctuations by using 
the regular expression “ r'[\W_-]+' ” originally. However, those Portuguese accents 
(shown in Figure 5.3)2 will also be removed by this regular expression. In order to 
resolve this problem, we rewrite another punctuation removal function which could 
prevent the Portuguese characters from discarding. (Figure 5.4) 

 

Figure 5.3 Portuguese Symbol codes screenshot from 
http://sites.psu.edu/symbolcodes/languages/psu/portuguese/ 

                                                
2  Portuguese Symbol codes screenshot from 
http://sites.psu.edu/symbolcodes/languages/psu/portuguese/ 
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Figure 5.4 Remove punctuation function for Portuguese 

5.1.2  POS tagging 
Among the prediction mode procedure, especially at the tense suggestion module, POS 
tagging is widely used. The mainly different between English POS tagging and 
Portuguese POS tagging is the tag set. We use POS tagger of NLTK to tag the English 
in English processing within the procedure, the POS tagger of NLTK using the Penn 
Treebank3 as the tag set. (Figure 5.5) 4. But the POS tagger of Portuguese—NLTK-
Tagger-Portuguese5 we applied to tagging Portuguese word is trained on the Portuguese 
treebank--Floresta6 (Figure 5.6)7 . By the difference of POS labels of English and 
Portuguese, we study both Penn Treebank POS label, Floresta treebank POS label and 
adjust the programming pieces in the procedure accordingly. 

                                                
3 Penn Treebank, one of the English treebank 

4 Peen Treebank tag set screenshot from 
https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html 

5 Nltk-Tagger-Portuguese: an open-source Portuguese POS tagger for python programming, published 
on GitHub. 

6 Floresta Treebank, one of the Portuguese Treebank, developed by the VISL and the Computational 
Processing of Portuguese project. 

7 Floresta Treebank tag set screenshot from http://www.linguateca.pt/Floresta/doc/VISLsymbolset-
manual.html 
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Figure 5.5 Penn Treebank tag set screenshot from 
https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html 

 

Figure 5.6 Floresta Treebank tag set screenshot from 
http://www.linguateca.pt/Floresta/doc/VISLsymbolset-manual.html 
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5.2 POS assistance information in prediction mode 
Motivation 

Although UM-iMethod2 will provide translation assistance in prediction mode to help 
the user to accomplish their translation works, some time it will generate words that 
user has never seen it before. It is difficult to the user to know the part-of-speech of 
those words, even do not know which to select for their translations.  

In order to balance the speed of translation assistance and the amount of information of 
translation assistance. We propose integrating the POS (part-of-speech) information 
into the candidates. 

 

Figure 5.7 Candidate list in prediction mode (without POS information) 

 

Figure 5.8 Candidate list in prediction mode (with POS information) 

Design & Implementation 
As we know that, all the possible transition candidates will be generated after the 
searching phase and scoring phase as motioned above. We tag the final n-best transition 
candidates with their corresponding part-of-speech label before returning them to the 
web editor interface (Figure 5.9). In order to make the user feel convenient, we convert 
those part-of-speech labels to their corresponding Chinese labels and display them 
adjacent to the words in the candidate list (Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.9 Prediction mode procedure with POS tagging on the ranked candidates 

 

Figure 5.10 POS labels conversion in web editor interface 
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CHAPTER 6. Tense Suggestion 

Tense is also a core element that assist producing a fluency and nice quality text in most 
language in the world. One of the reason that people do not like to depend on machine 
translation system to translate text is that the machine translation system does not 
consider the verb form and use to generate form of verbs. To enhance the accuracy of 
the translated text, we integrated tense prediction module to take the morphological 
change into consideration at the prediction mode of UM-iMethod2. We will discuss how 
we deal with Portuguese tense suggestion in this chapter. 

6.1 Principle 

6.1.1 Why prediction mode 
Why the tense modification function applied in prediction mode, rather than the 
translation mode. In translation mode, user will enter the source language text and 
require the machine to translation them into the target language. Without user assistance 
(interaction) and machine translation system does not consider the tense of the text. It 
is hard to generate the correct tense form or the variant that user wants. However, as 
the user will interact with the system in prediction mode, we can use those information 
that the user inputted or selected to analysis and predict the verb form to the user 
through the features of the prior input. That is why tense suggestion function can be 
realized in prediction mode in UM-iMethod2. 

6.1.2 Tense suggestion work flow 
At the beginning, source text will be passed to the machine translation system to 
produce the target translation. Since the user will interact with the system in order to 
produce a better quality translated text. Instead of returning this to the user, the CAT-
server of UM-iMethod2 will base on the user’s current input, the search graph and the 
translation options of text to produce a huge number of candidates of possible 
translations hypothesis about the final translation. After that, against each verb in all 
possible candidates. We pass them to the Tense Classifier to predict the possible tense 
of this verb according to the features (user input information and search graph 
information) about the verb and change them to the proper forms. Finally, all the 
possible candidates will be scored by the language model in order to leave most possible 
(fluent and correct) candidates to the top of the display list. The work flow of prediction 
mode with tense suggestion is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Whole work flow of prediction mode with tense suggestion 

6.2 Verb forms of Portuguese 
Like English verb conjugation, Portuguese verb also has form variations based on the 
case, number and tense. However, verb in each tense and each case has different word 
forms. Take the Portuguese verb “ir” as an example, “ir” is the original verb form. It 
will change to “vou” when the subject is the first person “Eu” (means “I” in Portuguese) 
and in present tense. It will change to “ia” when the subject is third person “Ele/Ela/você” 
(means “he/she/it” in Portuguese) in past imperfect tense. Among those huge number 
of verb conjugation combinations, it is hard to collect and recognize all variations of 
verb in Portuguese. I am grateful for the NLP2CT lab of University of Macau8 to offer 
the Portuguese verb conjugation recognition and generation program. We can recognize 
and generate different verb forms through this program. For example, we input the verb 
original form “ir” and the variation label “present, first person” in that program. It will 
return the verb conjugation “vou”. The reverse direction will give out the label 
(category) of the verb form. In this program, labels are constructed with two parts 
(shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2), the first part is the tense which the target verb 
conjugation presenting and the second part is presentation the pronoun and plurals. The 
total number of labels existing in that program are 78. 

 

 

 

                                                
8 NLP2CT lab of University of Macau: Natural Language processing & Portuguese - Chinese Machine 
Translation Laboratory of the University of Macau 
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Label 1 Tense 

+1 Verb - Indicative (Present) 

+2 Verb - Indicative (Past) 

+3 Verb - Indicative (Past perfect) 

+4 Verb - Indicative (Pluperfect) 

+5 Verb - Indicative (Future) 

+6 Verb - Indicative (Future) 

+7 Verb - Conjunctive (Present) 

+8 Verb - Conjunctive (Past) 

+9 Verb - Conjunctive (Future) 

+10 Verb - Conditional (Present) 

+11 Verb - Imperative (Present) 

+12 Verb - Imperative (Gerund) 

+13 Verb - Imperative (Past participle) 

Table 6.1 Tense labels 

 

Label 2 Pronoun 

+1 for 'eu' 

+2 for 'tu' 

+3 for 'ele/ela/você' 

+4 for 'nós' 

+5 for 'nós' 

+6 for 'eles/elas' 

Table 6.2 Pronoun labels 
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6.3 Tense Classifier 
The Portuguese verb conjugation classifier is built with Maximum-Entropy mechanism 
and Megam9 training algorithm. The classifier trainer of this tense classifier is NLTK10 
Maximum-Entropy model trainer. 

6.3.1 Training data & testing data 
The data of training and testing the classifier from two sources, one is Portuguese News 
articles published in MacauHub, with 138,602 sentences. Another one is the Portuguese 
side of parallel corpus from Europarl: A Parallel Corpus for Statistical Machine 
Translation, with 2,121,889 sentences. We also test different size of training dataset 
and testing dataset within two sources. (shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4) 

Training Testing 

5,000 5,000 

10,000 10,000 

30,000 30,000 

Table 6.3 The size of MacauHub training dataset and testing dataset 

 

Training Testing 

5,000 5,000 

10,000 5,000 

30,000 10,000 

100,000 30,000 

500,000 50,000 

Table 6.4 The size of Europarl training dataset and testing dataset 

                                                
9 Megam: An algorithm of Maximum-Entropy that brings efficient than the traditional iterative scaling 
algorithm 

10 NLTK: Natural Language Toolkit, provides natural language processing tools and resource 
Integration to Python programmers 
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6.3.2 Data Pre-processing 
Both training and test datasets must be gone through the pre-processing procedure 
before they are used in training and testing phrase of classifier. 

(1) Tokenization: To identify the word tokens in the sentences. 

(2) True-casing: Covert the tokens into their most casing format. (This will affect the 
features of prefix characters we will discuss below). 

(3) POS tagging and tense labelling: Tagging each token with their POS by NLTK-
Tagger-Portuguese program and labelling the verb variations given by the 
Portuguese verb conjugation recognition and generation program. 

For the Disambiguation part, since Portuguese have more ambiguities in verb 
conjugation. We consider those ambiguous verbs should remain in the dataset and 
provide more options to the user when predicting the verb tense form. However, 
unhandled ambiguity makes the accuracy decrease. 

6.3.3  Features of tense classification 
Normally, based on the characteristic of Portuguese text, we also apply those features 
(shown in Figure 6.2) mentioned in UM-iMethod in Portuguese verb classification. 
They are 

1. The word itself 

2. The POS (part-of-speech) of the word 

3. Prefix and suffix characters of the word 

 

Figure 6.2 Features of the word “Apple” 

6.3.4  Evaluation 

6.3.4.1 Data Selection 
Since we have two sources, we try to find out the most accuracy and suitable one for 
the following evaluations and in practical use. 

We choose the 5,000 sentences for training and 5,000 sentences for testing among two 
sources. For window size, we choose the window size using in the English tense 
classifier of UM-iMethod (window size 2), and use the default iteration (10 times). 

From the result of Table 6.5, we found that MacauHub is performing better than 
Europarl dataset in both top1, top2 and top3. However, we also found that MacauHub 
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model has less verb labels than the Europarl. Although the result of MacauHub model 
is better than Europarl model, we choose the Europarl as the following dataset since the 
diversity of verb conjugation appearing in Europarl model (Figure 6.3). The number of 
types of verb label in Europarl and MacauHub used in this experiment are shown in 
Table 6.6. 

 Top1 Top2 Top3 

Europarl 0.32592 0.62428 0.73321 

MacauHub 0.34824 0.67001 0.80734 

Table 6.5 Compare the accuracy with different dataset model 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Labels used in training 

 

Data source Types 

Europarl 34 

MacauHub 22 

Table 6.6 The number of types of verb labels in different source 

 

6.3.4.2 Determine the windows size  
Since the tense suggestion module is designed to be a part of prediction mode, those 
features are extracted only by the words which appears before the verb. 

We have tried out different window size, we discovered that when the window size is 
3. Both top1 to top3 result the best accuracy. (shown in Table 6.7) 
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Through the trials of different size, we choose 5,000 sentences in Europarl as the 
training dataset and choose another 5,000 sentences in Europarl as the test dataset. 
Moreover, we apply the training iterations as default (10 iterations). 

Window size Top1 Top2 Top3 

1 0.32147 0.59547 0.71435 

2 0.32592 0.62428 0.73321 

3 0.33503 0.64166 0.73766 

4 0.33333 0.62958 0.74083 

5 0.32125 0.61772 0.72303 

6 0.32761 0.62831 0.73003 

7 0.31998 0.61369 0.72092 

8 0.32867 0.61263 0.71371 

9 0.32846 0.61517 0.71074 

10 0.32401 0.60479 0.70926 

Table 6.7 Accuracy with different window size 

6.3.4.3 Iteration times 
Trials of iteration times with training dataset of 100,000 sentences, test dataset of 
50,000 sentences and window size of 3. 

 Top1 Top2 Top3 

I10 0.37065 0.67859 0.78340 

I30 0.37397 0.67964 0.78619 

I50 0.37005 0.67978 0.78420 

I100 0.36981 0.67989 0.78438 

Table 6.8 Accuracy with different training iteration times 
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In this experiment, we have tried to apply 10, 30, 50 and 100 training iterations on the 
fixed size of training dataset and test dataset and fixed number of window size. From 
the result of above (Table 6.8), we discovered that those fixed parameters reached the 
best accuracy at iteration 30. Then we will continue to have trials on different size of 
training dataset. 

6.3.4.4 Training data size 
We have found out that when window size is 3, iteration times equals 30, it will reaches 
to best performance on 100,000 training data and 50,000 test data. 

We are also interested which size of training dataset with those best parameters we 
discovered from previous experiment will have the best result. 

Training dataset 
size (sentences) 

Top1 Top2 Top3 

5,000 0.32337 0.61983 0.72303 

10,000 0.34425 0.63499 0.74466 

30,000 0.35254 0.65284 0.75185 

100,000 0.37397 0.67964 0.78619 

500,000 0.37504 0.69178 0.79376 

Table 6.9 Accuracy with different training dataset size 

We have tried all the size of training dataset in the Table 6.4. We found out that training 
dataset is 500,000 reaches the best accuracy of top1 to top3 from the Table 6.9. 

The table 6.9 also shows the accuracy is proportional to the training dataset’ size. It is 
enough for applying 500,000 training dataset to develop the Portuguese tense classifier. 

6.3.4.5 The best / suitable parameter 
From the previous trials, we concluded that the tense classifier has the best accuracy 
when the training dataset is 500,000, training iteration is 30 and window size is 3 on 
Europarl dataset.  
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CHAPTER 7. Testing and Evaluation 

We designed an experiment for testing the effectiveness of prediction mode in UM-
iMethod2 at translation Chinese to English and Chinese to Portuguese. The subjects of 
this experiment are two UM students and both are the native Chinese speakers. The 
Portuguese experimenter is studying Portuguese master degree and the English 
experimenter is studying English Bachelor degree. We collect the opinion from the 
subjects and recording the keystrokes and translation time of the subjects during the 
experiment. To evaluate the performance of the system, those processing time are 
logged and analysed by us. All the details motioned above will be introduced in depth 
through the follow subsections in this chapter. 

7.1 Experiment 
We divided the whole experiment into two parts, (1) Test prediction mode at the 
Chinese to Portuguese translation; (2) Test the prediction mode provided with the POS 
information using in Chinese to English translation. The overall system configuration 
of the experiment, the procedure and the result of the experiment, will be fully discussed 
in this section. 

7.1.1 Configuration 
In order to achieve Chinese to English and Chinese to Portuguese translation in our 
system. Compare to the system configure of UM-iMethod. We upgrade the hardware 
of UM-iMethod2 from the original hardware configuration of UM-iMethod.  

In this experiment, the back-end server (CAT-server and the Moses translation server) 
of UM-iMethod2 are running in the VMware Virtual Machine with operating system 
Ubuntu 16.04, Quad core CPU, 16GB physical memory and 250GB storage size. 

Both Chinese to English and Chinese to Portuguese Moses translation server version 
are Moses 3.0. 

 

Figure 7.1 Comparison of the hardware configuration between UM-iMethod and UM-iMethod2 
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Web-based input interface is performing with web browser Google Chrome version 
57.0.2987.133 (64-bit) in both Chinese to Portuguese and Chinese to English 
experiment. 

7.1.2  Data 
The data we used in the overall process of both experiments are: 

7.1.2.1 Moses models 
Chinese to English model 

Training Corpus size: 

Parallel Chinese, English sentences (182,479 iwslt 2014 chinese to 
English) (transcripts and manual translations of the talks in TED website in 
January 2014) 

 Language model: 4 grams 

Chinese to Portuguese model 

Training corpus size: 

  Parallel Chinese, Portuguese sentences (151,839 Chinese to Portuguese 
from Court, Governo da RAEM Imprensa Oficial and Direcção dos Serviços de 
Assuntos de Justiça) (Law domain) 

 Language mode: 5 grams 

7.1.2.2 Tense Classifier 
Chinese to English 

Trained by 100,000 sentences from iwslt2014 with 30 iterations. 

Chinese to Portuguese 

Trained by 500,000 sentences from Europarl corpus with 30 iterations. 

7.1.2.3 Language model scoring in CAT-server 
Chinese to English 

4 grams trained by 180,000 sentences 

Chinese to Portuguese 

4 grams trained by 1,200,000 sentences 

7.1.2.4 Lexical model in CAT-server (autocomplete) 
Chinese to English 
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Lexical mode size: 740,645 lines trained by IWSLT 2014 Parallel 182,479 Chinese to 
English sentences 

Chinese to Portuguese 

Lexical model size: 2,130,480 lines trained by 1,200,000 sentences 

7.1.2.5 Experiment source text articles 
Chinese to English (News domain) 

We select 4 paragraphs text which has 3 sentences and each sentence has 41-53 Chinses 
words from a news about the priority seats in MTR had been labelled as criticism 
published in news website Hong Kong 01. (https://www.hk01.com/港聞/87908/荃灣線
車廂現-批鬥座-貼紙-港鐵-倘違例張貼最高罰款 5000) 

Chinese to Portuguese (Law domain) 

We select 4 paragraphs text which has 3 sentences and each sentence has 41-53 Chinses 
words from different law articles published in Direcção dos Serviços de Assuntos de 
Justiça. 

7.1.3 Procedure of experiment 
Chinese to Portuguese 

Objective: Evaluate the effectiveness of translation with and without UM-iMethod2 
Portuguese translation. 

Procedure: 

(1) Introduce the experiment objective and UM-iMethod2 

(2) Explain the operating skill of those modes in UM-iMethod2 web-based input 
interface and let the subject gain some experience of using the prediction mode in 
UM-iMethod2. 

(3) Take a break 

(4) In the target text, randomly select 1 of paragraph and require the subject to translate 
to Portuguese without using prediction mode (without translation assistance). 

(5) Take a break 

(6) In the target text, randomly select 1 of the paragraph which has not been chosen 
before and require the subject to translate to Portuguese using prediction mode (with 
translation assistance).  

(7) Take a break 

(8) In the target text, randomly select 1 of paragraph which has not been chosen before 
and require the subject to translate to Portuguese without using prediction mode 
(without translation assistance). 
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(9) Take a break 

(10) Require the subject to translate the last paragraph to Portuguese using prediction 
mode (with translation assistance). 

(11) Collect the opinion about using UM-iMethod2 

Chinese to English 

Objective: testing the effect/help of additional information (POS) in the UM-iMethod2 
and compare to the original UM-iMethod Chinese to English translation. 

Procedure: 

(1) Introduce the experiment objective and UM-iMethod2 

(2) Explain the operating skill of those modes in UM-iMethod2 web-based input 
interface and let the subject has an experience of using the prediction mode in UM-
iMethod2. 

(3) Take a break 

(4) In the target text, randomly select 1 of the paragraph and require the subject to 
translate to English using prediction mode (with translation assistance but without 
POS assistance information prompting). 

(5) Take a break 

(6) In the target text, randomly select 1 of the paragraph which has not been chosen 
before and require the subject to translate to English using prediction mode (with 
translation assistance with POS assistance information prompting). 

(7) Collect the opinion about using UM-iMethod2 

7.1.4 Experiment results and feedbacks 

7.1.4.1 User Feedbacks 
1. Prediction mode evaluation’s experiment in Chinese to Portuguese translation 

direction 

“This translation system is helpful aid for me, because it makes my translation more 
efficient. When I encounter professional words, it provides suggestions automatically 
and I don’t need to consult dictionary, so it reduces my time in translation. However, it 
has a disadvantage that is: providing too much choices and the correct choice not 
arranged in the beginning.  In conclusion, the system is very good, particularly, for 
translations in special area, but it is still need to be improved in future.” 

2. POS assistance information within prediction mode in Chinese to English 
translation direction 

“This system has assisted me to extend my amount of vocabulary for constructing any 
paragraphs as an estimated word was suggested alongside the grammatical structure 
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and characteristic of each word. Another benefit to this system helps and reminds me 
of the correct spelling of certain words as a list of predicted words is shown as I type 
in parts of a word, making it more efficient as there is not a need any more to look up 
for that certain word online. However, one criticism to the system is that once a 
suggested word or predicted word is selected, I was forced to decapitalize that certain 
word when I purposely want it to the capitalized. Other than that, I strongly believe 
that this system will help many people in their sentence construction, especially those 
who are limited in their English ability.” 

7.1.4.2 Experiment Result 
1. Prediction mode evaluation’s experiment in Chinese to Portuguese translation 

direction 

 

 No# of suggestion 
applied 

Time Keystrokes 

Without UM-
iMethod2 

N/A 12.81 mins 1,308 

With UM-
iMethod2 

54 17.59 mins 1,064 

Table 7.1 Times and Keystrokes used in without UM-iMethod2 and with UM-iMethod2 

2. POS assistance information within prediction mode in Chinese to English 
translation direction 

 Time 

Without POS assistance information 13.66 mins 

With POS assistance information 10.84 mins 

Table 7.2 Time spending in without POS assistance and with POS assistance 

From the feedbacks of two subjects and the experiments result, we concluded that UM-
iMethod2 had already reached our project objective to provide useful translation 
assistances for accomplish translation works in both English translation and Portuguese 
translation. In the same time, subjects also point out some improvement suggestions 
such as reducing the number of candidates, providing high quality candidates on top of 
the candidate list etc. Furthermore, I also discovered that subjects prefer typing than 
selecting those common words (preposition, determiner etc.) and the subjects spent 
more time for looking the favourite candidates during the experiments. Therefore, we 
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summarized some improvements and decided to apply to the UM-iMethod2. Those 
improvements will be introduced in the Future works section in Chapter 8. 

7.2 System Evaluation 
During those experiments, the system processed every user’s requests and give 
response (displaying and updating the candidate list) fluently. Meanwhile, the system 
operating successfully and did not appear any crashes.  

The following parts of this section we will discuss the system evaluation data about 
those experiments in detail. 

1. Prediction mode evaluation’s experiment in Chinese to Portuguese translation 
direction 

 

Figure 7.2 Amount of prediction request in Portuguese translation’s prediction mode 

 

Figure 7.3 Percentage of every procedures in prediction mode in specific request 

Throughout this experiment, 856 prediction requests were generated by the web editor 
interface. The total time of processing all prediction requests are 175.18s. Each request 
processing time on average is 0.2s. 

Preprocess	the	user	
information,	0.36%

Search	graph	
and	translation	
options	extract	
candidates,	
20.01%

Lexical	model	words	
autocomplete,	

0.00%

Tense	suggestion,	
75.00%

POS	Tagging,	0.04%

Scoring	&	Ranking,	
4.63%
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2. POS assistance information within prediction mode in Chinese to English 
translation direction 

 

Figure 7.4 Comparison between applying POS Tagging and without POS Tagging 

As shown in Figure 7.4, the POS Tagging cost only 0.009s to tag all the candidates in 
CAT-server. It is far less than the other procedures in prediction mode. 

7.3 Web browser and Operating System Support 
Although UM-iMethod2 is a web-based client system, client does not need to install 
any extension or plugin in order to use the UM-iMethod2, UM-iMethod2 have different 
effect by using different browser and different operating system. 

Those web browsers and operating system are currently famous and popular in use by 
mass. We have tested our system on different browsers to see whether there exists any 
problem with particular web browser or particular operating system. The supported web 
browsers and operating systems are listed below. 

Supported 

macOS 10.12.4 + Google Chrome version 57.0.2987.133 (64-bit) 

Windows 10 + Google Chrome version 57.0.2987.133 (64-bit) 

Half supported  

Windows 10 + Microsoft Edge 38.14393.1066.0. 

Work 

1. Prediction mode both English and Portuguese directions works. 

2. Translation mode both English and Portuguese directions works. 

Problem 

1. The switch keys used to display next translation option’ page in the 
candidate list in Prediction mode does not work (Since the keys will call the 
OneNote plugin built in Microsoft Edge) (both English and Portuguese 
directions) 

macOS 10.12.4 + Firefox 
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Work 

1. Translation mode both English and Portuguese directions works. 

2. Prediction mode in Portuguese translation direction works (but it will 
generate some symbol while the user switch next or previous translation 
option’ page in the candidate list). 

3. Selecting translation options in prediction mode of both English direction 
and Portuguese directions works. 

Problem 

1. Cannot switch next or previous translation option’ page in the candidate list 
in prediction mode of Chinese to English direction. 

Not supported 

Windows 10 + IE (Internet Explorer) 11.1066.14393.0 

Problems 

1. Floating input assistance toolbar disappears. 

2. Target language switch button does not work. 

3. Translation mode and prediction mode is not working. 

macOS 10.12.4 + Safari 10.1（12603.1.30.0.34） 

Problems 

1. Prediction mode cannot work. (Cannot select translation phrase and 
autocomplete candidate) in both English and Portuguese translation 
directions. 

2. Translation mode does not work. (cannot use the Chinese input method) 
(both English and Portuguese translation directions). 
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CHAPTER 8. Discussion 

Although Chinese to Portuguese translation direction integrated in UM-iMethod2 has 
achieved our objective in this thesis, the results we discovered in the experiment 
indicate that we still have a lot of improvements that can be done to the UM-iMethod 
in order to produce even a better result. Those improvement ideas, future extensions 
and ethics issue about the UM-iMethod2 will be introduced. 

8.1 Future work 
1. Turning the soring method 

As we found out that the top candidates of prediction mode mostly are the single word 
in most situation. Phrases is more efficient rather than words as a time. On the other 
hand, the verb conjugation ambiguities of Portuguese are more common rather than 
English. Furthermore, the experiment subjects need to spend more time to look up the 
candidate list to find the favourite phrase or word.  

An advanced soring function which may handle a lot of verb conjugation combinations, 
suggests phrase unit candidates and ranks the favourite phrase or words on top of the 
candidate list to the user. 

2. To develop and apply a more accuracy English and Portuguese translation 
mode 

More robust Moses model, more chance to give and suggest an accuracy candidates. In 
this project, due to the limitation of hardware, we only can apply a small model at Moses 
translation system to provide translation service to the user. We will try different 
mechanism to balance the hardware configuration and the use of robust Moses model. 

3. Develop Portuguese input method plugin 

The original design notion of UM-iMethod2 is that user does not need to install any 
extension or assistance tools to use the system directly. However, for Portuguese 
translation direction, the user needs to enable and switch the Portuguese input method 
in the operating system in order to enter the Portuguese special symbol in the editor of 
UM-iMethod2. 

4. Develop the reverse translation direction 

Until now, the UM-iMethod2 still only support Chinese to English and Chinese to 
Portuguese translation direction. The next upgrade should be focus on developing the 
reverse translation direction (Portuguese to Chinese and English to Chinese) for those 
modes in UM-iMethod2. 

5. Apply NMT translation to improve the quality and translation time 

Although the NMT translation technique cannot be applied in prediction mode in UM-
iMethod2 since NMT cannot generate a full search graph rather than SMT translation 
technique, the advantage of NMT translation technique can be used in translation mode 
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to improve the translation quality and the translation time. Besides that, NMT is the 
trend nowadays rather than SMT technique. 

6. Pack the system as a web-based plugin 

It is a trend that more and more application to be represented as a web application and 
published on the web store like chrome web store. Users can access and use the UM-
iMethod2 anytime by launching the web application version of UM-iMethod2. Users do 
not need to click links or remember the link of the UM-iMethod2 and use the system on 
the fly. Another advantage of becoming a web application in browser is that browser 
allowing web applications to pass data from different web page. Users can easily select 
the source text in any web page and launch the UM-iMethod2 to begin translating it. 

7. Portuguese verb conjugation suggestions improvement 

Except the improvement of soring motioned above, a clever Portuguese verb 
conjugation classifier is needed in order to deal with the complicated Portuguese verb 
conjugation cases and predict an accuracy tense to the user. 

8. Collect useful user translation pieces 

No one translation model, language model and lexical model is perfect. In order to 
produce high quality translation candidates to user in prediction mode, we can collect 
those translated pieces from the user and save it into the database for future use. For the 
same pattern of source text, we can suggest out the previous translated pieces to the 
user. 

9. More web browser support 

As we found that UM-iMethod2 is only fully supported by Google Chrome, some 
functions are not properly working while using other browsers, even all functions crash 
in IE web browser. We need to fix those bugs, that causing crash in other browser, to 
support more different web browsers. 

8.2 Ethics and Professional conduct 
Among those ethical issues and professional conduct formulated by ACM, we 
discovered that UM-iMethod2 may possible suffered the following issues. Those issues 
and possible solution will be discussed below. 

1. Respect the privacy of others 

Web based editor will pass the translation request of user with the source text to back-
end server of UM-iMethod2 while users using the translation mode or prediction mode 
to producing translation. Furthermore, to achieve the implementation and the reflection 
speed of prediction mode in both Chinese to English direction and Chinese to 
Portuguese direction in UM-iMethod2, those translated text’s information will be saved 
in the databases. UM-iMethod2 must pay attention to the security communications 
between components and prevent saving the confidential documents into the database. 

2.  Give proper credit for intellectual property 
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Since UM-iMethod2 is implemented based on UM-iMethod, Portuguese natural 
language processing tools, related ideas and other open sources resources. All of them 
(components, tools, research result and notions), I will give proper credits and record 
in the reference section in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 9. Conclusion 

Developing UM-iMethod2 let me have a chance to learn the knowledge and technique 
of natural language processing and Portuguese language syntax in depth. During the 
project, I also have the chance to know the other researcher’s work nowadays and their 
ideas in natural language processing. Furthermore, enhances the UM-iMethod to 
become UM-iMethod2 is also a good programming practices for me.  

Indeed, UM-iMethod2 is not good enough in Portuguese verb conjugation suggestions 
and Portuguese translation quality. Potential robust functions mentioned in future 
expectation of UM-iMethod2 is worth to be developed. Therefore, I will try my best to 
continue improving the UM-iMethod2 in future. 

At last, I am very grateful to my project supervisors Derek F. Wong and Lidia S. Chao 
for giving guidance and suggestions about UM-iMethod2 during the whole period. And 
I would like to thank for the help of Ben Ao and everyone who give the assistance to 
let me accomplish this project. 
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